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Design and perform!l.1lC€ of II multi-element SSD for fluorescent XAFS 

NOMURA,M 

Photon Factory, Institute of ,Ia, erials Structure Science, High Energy Accelerator research 

Organiza tion 

Ah.an:act 
A nineteen-element SSD system for fluorescent XAFS experiments was constructed, which 

can count up to 7 Mcps with an average energy resolution of 255 eV for Mn Ka. The dead

time correction, including that of the ICR, is derived and indicates that the dead-time due to 

ICR cannot be overlooked_ Live time of the detection system is correctly evaluated by 

resetting all of the preamplifiers synchronously. By doing so, the dead-time is independent 

of the incoming photon energy when the gain of the spectroscopy amplifiers a re adjusted so as 

to give a similar output pulse height. On the other hand, the dead-time depends on the 

output pulse height and the operation mode of the storage ring . Fluorescent XAFS spectra 

taken with this SSD and that with fluorescent XAFS detector are compared and the 

optimization of the system is discussed. 

Keywords: SSD, fluorescent XAfS, dead-time ccrrection, counting loss 

1. SSD as a detector of fluorescent XAFS 

Demand for structure analysis of dilute systems is increasing now. Some of such 

examples are dopants and impurities in materials, biological samples and environmental 

samples. Thin films and adsorbates on surfaces can be included in this category. MInor 

components and thin layers often determine the functions of materials. Thus, it is important 

to clarify their structure and electronic state. Howeve r, only a few methods can be used to 

determine the structure and electronic state of such minor components. Fluorescent XAFS 

is one of the most promising methods [1] for such purposes. 

The minimum detection limit of fluorescent XAFS is determined by some factors . At 

first, the available fl ux is limited, by either the incoming flux or by the radiation damage of 

the sample. The incoming flux can be increased by using a more intense source such as an 

undulator or by more effective focusing optics [2] , and the measurement under low 

temperature increases the life of the sample . Increasing the signal integrating period is 

commonly used. Secondary, the solid angle intercepted by the detector is limited by the size 

of the detector and the distance from the sample. A fluorescent ion chamber developed by 

Lytle et 81. [3] is a solution, and an array of scintillation counters [4-6] is another. The 

signal-to-background ratio is the third limit as discussed by Warburton [7]. The signal-to

noise ratio of a spectrum can be expressed as 

SIN = S/(S+B)II'2, (1) 

where S and B indicate the signal and background including the scattering and fluorescence 

of coexisting elements, respectively. It is thus essential to improve the SIB ratio in order to 

improve the SIN ratio. Scattering x-rays are generally much more intense than the 

fluorescence in dilute systems. The combination of a Z-l filter and a dispersive slit is a 

solution [8] to this problem. Although it is a powerful tool for fairly concentrated samples, 

there remains a certain limit due to the transmitting scattering x-rays, the fluorescence of 

coexisting atoms and that from the filter. A barrel-type crystal monochromator [9] is an ideal 

solution from the view point ofthe SIB ratio, because of its high energy resolution_ However, 

since the detected intensity decreases significantly due to the limited acceptance angle, it 

cannot always improve the SIN ratio. The fourth limitation is the maximum counting rate of 

the detection system. With an increase of the counting rate, more pile -up occurs , which 

derives serious counting-loss in the detection system. 

The usefulness of a solid state detector (SSD. more correct expression is semiconductor 

detector) was proposed by Goulding et 81. [10] and then numerically indicated by Warburton 

[7]. It has a sufficiently high ene rgy resolution to separate fluorescence signals from the 

scattering one. However, along with an increase of the detecting area. the capacitance of the 

detector increases, and thus the energy resolution decreases. Moreover, along with an 

increase of the counting rate , the counting loss becomes more obvious. Thus, an array of 
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semiconductor detectors was proposed (10) . Such arrays of semiconductor detectors were 

developed by Cramer et 81. (11) , D''''byshire et 8J. (12) and Oyanagi et 81. (13). 

A high energy resolution is required in order to extrac t a faint fluorescent signal from 

intense scattering and background fluorescence signals, which is essential for improving the 

signal·to·noise ratio, as described above. A high counting·rate capability is required at the 

same time in order to measure a spectrum within a reasonable period. With an increase of 

the input count r ate , a shorter shaping time ofthe spectroscopy amplifier is required, which is 

accompanied by a deterioration of the energy resolution. Another factor limIting the 

co unting rate is the energy rate' of the preamplifier. The current generated by detecting 

incoming photons causes a voltage drop across the feedback resistor in a passive preamp lifier. 

If this voltage drop exceeds the dynamic range of the preamplifier, the preamplifier output 

becomes nonlinear. The maximum current can be increased by decreasing the resistance of 

the feedback resistor, which inevitably deteriorates the energy resolution. Reset ·type 

preamplifiers have been developed to meet the high counting. ra te requirement without 

seriously sacrificing the energy resolution. 

The reset rate of a preamplifier is also determined by both the incoming photon flux and 

the photon energy. Usually, a dead-time correction is carried out while assuming that the 

pulse· height distribution (PHD) is independent of the counting rate . This is a good 

assumption in the usual diffraction experiments. However, PHD changes with the sample 

composition and with the energy of the primary x·ray in the case of fluorescent XAr'S . Thus, 

a conventional system g"- ':c a different dead·time value under each experimental condition 

and was required to obtain a dead·time for each experiment [1,3), A nineteen·element SSD 

with a fairly high energy resolution and high counting·rate capability has been constructed. 

Its performance and a simple system designed to give a unique dead·time independent ofehe 

photon energy are described. 

II. Construction of the detector system 

Nineteen individual pure·Ge detectors (Canberra GLOIIOP, 100mm' each, 10rnm thick) 

are assembled in a 15·liter cryostat as shown in Figs. 1 and 2a. The distance bd".;.;;, n two 

neighboring elements is 14 mm. A 0,125 mm thick Be window is used to separate the 

vacuum environment of the cryostat from the atmosphere . Each detector is coupled to a 

compact pentafet preamplifier [14) , which has an integrated charge restore system and is 

essentially a low·noise device with a short reset time. The detectors a re connected to a high· 

voltage power supply (Canberra 3102D). The level of liquid nitrogen in the cryostat is 

monitor;.u by a LN2 level monitor (Canberra 1786). 

The rather conventional signal·processing system shown in Figs. 2b and 3 is adopted , 

, integrated deposited energy on a detector in a second . 

which consists of the following modules ; 19 spectroscopy amplifiers (Canbe rra 2026XA). 5 

single channel analyzers (SCA, Oxford TC 452), a timing pulse generator (Kinetics 3655 ·LiA) 

and 2 scalers (LeCroy 4434). All of the electronics modules a re contained in three N1M-bins 

and a CAM.AC crate. Each channel of the scaler can count up to 224= 16777216. A short 

shaping time, such as 0.25 ~s , is usually selected in the spectroscopy amplifiers in order to 

meet the high counting rate . Both the SCA output and the ICR (Incoming Count Ra te) 

pulses issued by the spectroscopy amplifiers were counted by the sca lers, then t ra nsferred to 

a personal computer (NEC PC9801 DA7) through CAMAC. The computer a lso controls the 

other components of the beamline. 

In order to evaluate the live time of the preamplifiers, two methods were considered . 

One was to evaluate the dwell time of each channel ; the other was to reset all of the 

preamplifiers sy nchronously when a reset signal is issued by a preamplifier. The la tter was 

adopted because of its simplicity. The timing pulse generator and scalers are also suspended 

during the reset period. The Kinetics 3655 CAMAC module was modified so as to realize 

such a function. Although the reset interval is determined by the shortest one among 19 

preamplifiers, this is an economical system to evaluate the live time of preamplifiers and 

the same time gate can be applied to the 10 signal. Furthermore, this system is free from 

any cross talk of the reset signal of the preamplifiers. 

III. Performance of the detection system 

Energy resolution 

The energy resolution was measured with Mn Ka radiation (5.9 keY) from "Fe, whose 

counting rate was ca. 50, 50 , 25, 15, 10 and 5 kcps' for a 0.25, 0.5, I, 2, 3, 6 ~s shaping time, 

respectively. The average energy resolution (FWHM) of nineteen detectors was 255, 217, 187, 

169, 161 and 147 eV when the shaping time of the spectToscopy amplifiers was chosen to be 

0.25,0.5, 1,2, 3, and 6 ~s, respectively. The distribution of the energy resolution for each 

channel is shown in Fig , 4. The energy ofMn Ka is 5.9 keY, whereas that of the K absorption 

edge is 6.5 keY, and the energy separation between the absorption edge and fluorescence 

increases along with an increase ofthe alomic number. Therefore , the ob tained resolution is 

sufficiently high to separate a fluorescence signal from a scattering one. This result may be 

changed by a reassembling of the detector element andlor "'1 adjustment of the preamplifiers. 

The variation in the energy w solu tl.on of a de r,; ctor as a function of the x· ray energy was 

measured using fluorescence from metal foils or pU"der irradiated by x·rays of appropriate 

energies. The shaping bme of the amplifier was selected to be 0.25 ~s. It increased 

linearly with the energy of incident x·rays as shown in Fig. 5, 

- kcp = 10' count per second. 
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Throughput 

The throughput of the detector was evaluated by measuring the fluorescence from a 

copper foil, whose intensity was controlled by changing the opening of a slit placed after a 

focusing mirror (see Fig. 3). Since th'" metal foil was placed after a 1mm square receiving 

s lit, the same area was irradiated independent of the opening of the slit after the mirror. 

The intensity of the primary x-ray was measured by an ionization chamber placed between 

the receiving slit and the sample, which should be proportiona l to the fluorescence intensity. 

The output of the ionization chamber was processed as usual and the output pulse of a 

voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC, IMHzlIOV) was counted by the scaler. Hereafter, the 

output pulse rate of the VFC is denoted as 10, Higher orders were reduced to less than lO"of 

the fundamental one by detuning the double crystal monochromator installed in beamline 

12C (2]. 

The relative throughput curves on a channel are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the 

shaping time. Here , the vertical axis indicates the SCA output rate that is windowed for Cu 

Ka radiation, whereas the horizontal axis indicates ICR. Thus, the ratio of both axes doesn't 

mean the absolute throughput. The observed values (dots) were fitted well with an equation 

up to 400 kcps of ICR when a 0.25 ~s shaping time was adopted, which indicates the high 

counting-rate capability of the detection system: mOre than 7 Mcps for nineteen channels. 

The details concerning the fitting equation are described in the next section. 

Dead-time correction 

The relative throughput curves were fitted with an equation of a first-order 

approximation ofthe paralysable and non-paralysable models [151 . This is expressed as 

m = (3n(l-=,), (2) 

where m is the apparent counting rate passed through an Se A window, n the ICR. '2 the 

usually used dead-time and {3 a proportional factor which depends on the SCA window and d" , 

PHD. This equation gave a slightly better fit than those for paralysable or non-paralysable 

models. The fitted curves with this equation are shown in Fig. 6 along with the obset ··:od 

data, which indicates that equation (2) is a good approximation up to a high counting rate. 

The dead-time (,,) obtained from the fitting was 31, 1.7 and 0.9 ~s for a 1. 0.5 and 025 ~s 

shaping time, respectively. 

The ICR is usually thought to express the true incoming ra te, which is a good 

approximation when the shaping time is long and the counting rate is not so high . However, 

this assumption is not exactly corro,_ t when the shaping time is short and the counting ra te l.~ 

very high. The ratio of ICR and 10 was measured as a function of the counting rate . If the 
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response of both detection systems is ideal, the ratio should be constant independent of the 

ICR. However, the ratio ICRI Io at ICR=400 kcps WQ S decreased by 14 % compared with that 

at low counting rates as shown in Fig. 7. Therefore, the dead-time of ICR cannot be 

overlooked. The linearity of the ionization cha.mber was confirmed by other ex--periments. 

Also, if it doesn't respond linearly and the ICR responds linearly to the incoming flux, the 

ratio ICRiJoshould increu!;e along with an increa.se in the counting rate, which is contrary to 

the ,experimental result. 

By putting the true ICR as ala, the apparent ICR can be e>.--pressed as 

n = a10 ( I-a l,-r,) . (3) 

where lois the output frequency ofVFC. " the dead -time of ICR and a a proportional factor. 

By modifying the equation, 10 can be approximated as 

Io = n(l + =,)Ia . (4) 

" was ca. 0.4 ~s, which is not sufficiently short compared with ',. 

Therefore, a correction of the dead-time was carried out for both "and '2' The true 

signal passed through a given SCA window (mo) can be expressed as 

mo =m (1 + =,) I (1 - n-r,) . (5) 

Corrected counting rates both with and without the " contribution are compared in Fig. 8. 

The correction. excluding the dead-time of ICR (,,), shows a significant deviation from that 

including it at high counting rates, indicating the significance of the ICR dead-time. 

Experimentally obtained 'I and '2 are listed in Table I. The output pulse height is also 

shown in the table. The ICR is calculated by using the obtained dead-times as functions of 

the shaping time and counting loss rate, and is given in Table 2. This will be used as an 

indication to determine the shaping time of the spectroscopy amplifiers during experiments. 

Note that they are subject to change according to adjustments of the electronics andlor a 

,·" ,iation in the environment. Also, it should be mentioned that the total counts (l CR), not 

just the SCA windowed fluorescence. limits counting rate. 

Effect of a live time evaluation 

In the present system, all the preamplifiers are reset synchronously and the timer ..nd 

scalers are suspended during the r 'csd period (actually longer than the reset period) . The 

re;~ , frequency of the preamplifiers is determined by the leakage current and by ,l1e input 

energy rate, which is the integrated photon energy in a unit time. Therefore. if the live times 

of the preamplifiers are not correctly evaluated. the dead-time for ICR (,,) should depend on 
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the incoming photDn energy. This is a serious problem for fluorescent Xr'\FS experiments, 

since the PHD changes at each energy according to the sample composition, especially before 

and after the absorption edge. 

The dead-time of the IeR signal, '1' was compared using two kinds of characteristic 

radiation of different energies, Cu Ka (8.0 keV) and Mo Ka (17 .4 keV) radiation ; the results 

are compared in Fig. 9. The same shaping time, 0_25 flS, was used for spectroscopy 

amplifiers. The gain of the spectroscopy amplifiers was adjusted so as to give the same 

output pulse height for both eu Ka and Mo Ka (ca. 3.9 V). The dead-time didn 't change 

significantly, although it was anticipa ted qualitatively. This would be due to the shorter 

reset period in this system (10 flS) than estimated when the system was designed (>22 flS ) [16J . 

\\'hen ICR was ca_ 400 kcps, the reset frequency was CB_ 1600 and 3000 per second for eu Ko. 

and Mo Ka, respectively. Thus, the dead·time due to the reset is only l.6 and 3 % of the real 

time for eu Ka and Mo Ka, respectively. Thus, the difference between these will be within 

the experimental error. 

The author reported that the dead·time of IeR, r" changed when the electronics was 

not suspended [17]. This result contradicts the present one. The difference in the results 

would be due to the fact that much longer inhibit period (87 flS) was used for suspending the 

electronics in the previous experiments. Thus, the dead· time due to the reset became 14 and 

26 % for eu Ka and Mo Ka, respectively. 

Similar experiments were carried out by keeping a similar amplifier gain: higher output 

pulse height (ca. 7.5 V) for Mo Ka. The result is also shown in Fig. 9. A slight systematic 

increase of" can be observed. This is due to a difference in the response delay of SeA due to 

different pulse heights. However, the difference is not so large as noted in [13] and can be 

admitted as being within the experimental error. The reason for the scattering of T, is not 

clear. 

It is thus important to evaluate the live time of the system correctly when the reset 

period is fairly long. However, if it is short, a synchronous reset of all the preamplifiers and 

suspending the electronics during the reset period is not an inevitable method. The dead

time differs at each channel according to the adju 8tment of the parameters in the 

preamplifiers and spectroscopy amplifiers, ;).S ~hown in Fig. 9. 

Effect of the operation mode 

The dead·time obtained from equations 2· 5 should depend on the operation mode of the 

storage ring . Especially, when the storage ring is operated in the single-bunch mode it 

should be prominent as many photons enter the detector within a short period (l00 pS), and a 

fairly long recovery time (0_6 fl8) is kept after that. Although the stored current was about 60 

rnA, which is One sixth of that in the multi·bunch operation mode, more than a thirty-times 

intense x·ray pulse enters the detector within 100 ps every 0.6 fl8 at the Photon Factory. A 

test experiment was carried out during a single·bunch mode; the derived dead-time is 
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compared with those measured during the multi-bunch mode in Fig. 10. "increased from 

0.28 to 0.39 flS, whereas V, decreased from l.0 to 0.91 fl8 in detector # 10; the other channels 

showed a similar tendency. The dead·time value is different from those in the Table 1 and 

Fig. 9, since this experiment was carried out at different time with different electronics 

conditions. This tendency supports the above·described idea. Thus, the dead·time m ust be 

obtained for each operation mode of each storage ring. This result suggests the difficu lty of 

dead · time correction d ,_,,·ing the hybrid mode operated at ESRF, since a multi bunch character 

and single-bunch character are mixed in an opera tion period_ 

IV. Comparison with a fluorescent XAFS ion chamber 

A fluorescent ion chamber [3], often called as Lytle detector, is usually used for 

fluorescent XAFS experiments, which has a high collection efficiency of 20 % of 2" from the 

front of the sample. The ion chamber is usually used in combination with a filter and a 

diverging slit. The filter is chosen to absorb the scattering x·rays from the sample, but also 

to pass the fluorescence from the sample effectively. The slit is designed to maximize the 

throughput of the fluorescence from the sample, but as to minimize that from the filter. By 

combining with an appropriate filter and diverging slit, this is an economical, but powerful, 

tool for fairly concent rated samples for example, more than several mmol dm·3 copper 

aqueous solution. However. with a decrease in the concentration of the interested species, 

the scattering and fluorescence from the filter becomes more intense than the fluorescence 

from the sample itself. Also, it is hard to eliminate the fluorescence from the coexisting 

species. 

In order to compare the quality of the fluorescent spectra, 4X 10-' Au in silver halid, · ,·:as 

measured with both a fluorescent ion chamber and with the present multi-SSD . The SIgnal 

wus integrated for 3 and 10 sec. for p re- and post-edge region, r ~, 'p~ctively, in both spectra. 

The specira are compared in f ig. 1l. Here, a home·made fluorescent ion chambei 'vas used, 

which has a longer optical path length, and thus a higher detection efficiency than the usual 

Lytle detector. As shown in the figure , a much lower pre-edge background signal w as 

realized with this multi·SSD; therefore a higher SIB ratio is realized. A gallium filter (flt = 6) 

and dispersive slit systems '. ..-ere used in order to reduce the intensity of scattering. The 

reason for the difference in the SIB ratio between two spectra is clearly indicated in the 

pulse·height distribution shown in Fig_ 12 (b) . The integra ted intensity of the scattering and 

fluore scence from the gallium filter is higher than that of the fluorescence from gold. The Au 

La fluorescence can be separated from the scattering, Ga Ka and K~ fairly well when the 

multi·SSD is used, although all of them cannot be separated when the fluorescent ion 

chamber is used. Thus, a higher SIB rati o can be realized with the multi-SSD detection 

system. 
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V. Notes on taking fluorescent XAFS 

It is usually thought that the quality of the fluorescent XAFS spectra is improved by 

using an appropriate filter and by increasing the solid angle subtended by a detector. 

However, this is not always correct. 

The filter improves the SIB ratio of spectra when a detector which d00-n \ h~ye a 

sufficiently high energy resolution (such as ionization chamber or scintillation counte r) is 

used , or the detector is limited by the maximum counting rate even if it has a fairly high 

energy resolution. The usefulness of a filter when combined with SSD was discUf,~ d by 

Bilsborrow [18]. Note that the maximum counting rate was 13 kcps in [18], but 400 !·.~ps in 

the present system. As indicated in the article, the filter emits its fluorescence when it 

absorbs the scattering x-rays. Usually Ka radiation of the filter can be easily separated from 

the fluorescence of the interested species when SSD is used . However, K~ radiation of the 

filter element cannot be separated from the fluorescence of interest . For example, a nickel 

filter is used to eliminate scattering from Cu Ka. The energies of Ni Ka, K~ and Cu Ka are 

7.5,8.3 and 8.0 keV, respectively. In this case 35% of the peak ascribable to the Cu Ka Signal 

consists of Ni ~ radiation because of the broadening of peaks due to the energy resolution of 

the SSD (270 e V) when both have the same intensity. The PHD spectra of a liver samp le 

containing copper are compared in Figs. 13 (c) and (d), with and without a Ni filter whose Ilt is 

3. Here, the shaping time of the spectroscopy amplifiers was set to 1 IlS, and the distance 

between the sample and the detector was changed so that the maximum ICR becomes less 

than 90 kcps. Although the ratio of intensity between Cu Ka and scattering is improved by 

introducing the Ni filter and a slit, Ni K~ appearing as a shoulder of Cu Ka cannot be 

separated, which decreases the SIB ratio in the ?ANES spectrum (Fig. 13 (a») compared with 

that taken without the filter (Fig. 13(b)). Thus, when the sample is very dilute and the fCR 

is not too high, the spectrum taken without a filter gives better result. 

The larger acceptance angle doesn't always result in a better sm ratio. Fluorescence 

that is emitted homogeneously thus increases the fluorescent signal along with an increase in 

the solid angle . However, the scattering signal distributes according to cos' 28 when the 

incident x-ray is linearly polarized, where 28 is the scattering angle . PHD taken at the central 

(# 10) and circumference (#01) detectors are compared in Fig. 12. Although the fluol c"ccnce 

is more intense than the scattering at the center (Fig .12 (a)), the situation is reversed at the 

circumference (Fig. 12(b) . 

An example of the distribution of SIB ratio is shown in Fig. 14 according to the position 

of the detectors. Here, signal (S) and background (B) indicate the edge jump and the Ilt at 

pre-edge, respectively. The sample is similar to that shown in Fig. 12. The SIB ratios at the 

circumference detectors are rather low compared with those at the central part . In such 

cases better spectra may be obtained by using the data taken with the centra l part detectors 

than by using all of the detectors. Another solution is to make the distance between the 
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sample and the det.ector longer, and to choose a longer shaping time, that is to use a better 

energy resolution . 

VI. The near future of the detection system for fl uorescent XAFS 

As written above, the present multi-SSD system is a powerfu l tool for fluorescent XAFS 

C>.lleriments. One problem is a difficulty of adjusting the electronics for those who are not 

familia r with radiation-detection systems. For example, selection of the gain and shaping 

time of spectroscopy amplifiers, adjusting the threshold level of pile-up-rejecters (PUR)" and 

the SCA window are not easy tasks for many XAFS experimenters. Recently, electronics 

adopting a digital signal processor in place of the conventional spectroscopy amplifier and 

Se A was developed by Farrow et oJ. [19, 20] in Daresbury laboratory (XSPRESS system). 

The XS?RESS system comprises a NIM lOMHz ADC module and a VME signal processing 

module for each detector. It can process as a high s ignal rate as the present system, and 

almost all of the adjustments can be done through a computer instead of adjusting the 

hardware manually. Furthermore, the whole PHD spectra can be recorded instead of the 

number of the ICR and the pulses passing through an SCA window. Thus, it is possible to 

draw a proper background curve by using curve-fitting, and to subtract it from the recorded 

signal instead of windowing by two thresholds. However, it is not possible to develop a 

similar system in the Photon Factory, owing to the difference in the number of specialists 

devoted to the development of detectors and electronics. 

Fortunately, a similar electronics mod ule (DXP/4C) is sold by XIA [21] . A DXP CAMAC 

module has four 20MHz ADC and can process the signals for four channels. Work to 

construct a fluorescent XAFS detector system using the DXP module has just started . 

Although the load for XluS experimenters may decrease by using this mod ule, that for 

software becomes very high and the quantity of output data becomes very large : 20 

MB/spectrum. 

A decrease in the electromagnetic noise is important for obtaining a better energy 

resolution. The environment of electromagnetic noise is different among experimental 

stations. For example, the noise at BL-12C is much larger than that at BL-7C, and it is 

difficult to discriminate electronic noise when an old passive feedback SSD is used. Thus, it 

is important to design and construct beamlines and experimental stations ca refully in order 

to minimize the electromagnetic noise . The prevention of ground- loops by isolating the 

detector is sometimes effective. Isolation would be also effective when the detector is coupled 

to a vacuum chamber Or the storage ring. 

. The 2026XA spectroscopy amplifier was to adjust the threshold of PUR automatically. 
However, curious satura tion ofICR was fuund <luring the commissioning period , which was 
found to be due to the improper response of automatic threshold adjustment for PUR. Thus 
the manual threshold adjustment was added to the circuit and it is usually used. 
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As indicated in a previous section, the SIN ratio of a fluorescent spectrum is determined 	 References 

by how well the fluorescent signal is extracted from scattering and other background 

fluorescence. One way is to improve the energy resolution of the detector. 1\vo methods are 

considered. One is to utilize the detector which has a higher energy resolution: 

superconducting tunnel·junction or micro· calorimetry under an extremely low temperature . 

These detection systems are elegant but the cost is very high. Also it seems not to be easy to 

meet the high counting· rate requirement. The second method is to use a second"IJ' 

spectrometer in order to separate the fluorescence from scattering etc. Although this system 

can provide a high energy resolution, it req uires a high flux because of the limited solid angle 

in the spectrometer. The utilization of undulator radiation at PF·AR will solve the problem. 
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Table 1. Experimcnl.a liy obtained dead -time, "C, a nd "Cz, for each de tection chan ne l. The 

detector #04 was not functioninJ; well. 

shaping time 

Detector # 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Average 
St Dev. 

,Dulse height 

0.25 I-lS 0.5 IlS 1 I-lS 2 I-lS 31lS 
1: , 't. 1: ) 1:2 '(, '(2 T ) '(2 '(, '(2 

0.31 0.90 0.29 1.70 0.30 3.16 0.21 6.44 0.28 9'.15 
0.66 0.93 0.62 1.71 0.57 3.12 0.50 6.39 0.59 9.16 
0.41 0.90 0.39 1.66 0.39 3.09 0.47 6.32 0.38 9.23 

0.34 0.89 0.32 1.74 0.31 3.12 0.38 6.29 0.35 9.24 
0.53 0.84 0.47 1.65 0.44 3.07 0.51 6.22 0.47 9.22 
0.47 0.93 0.44 1.69 0.42 3.11 0.33 6.16 0,42 9.11 
0.40 0.92 0,43 1.66 0,45 3.20 035 6,45 0.3 1 9.08 
0.47 0 .91 0,46 1.67 0.45 3.08 0.55 6.24 0.43 9 11 
0.44 0.92 0.42 170 0.39 3.07 0.53 6.34 0.42 9.37 
0.34 0 .88 0.30 1.67 0.28 308 0.42 6.23 0.30 9.17 
0.54 087 0.52 1.60 044 307 0.55 6.2 4 0.50 9.23 
0.32 0.87 0.30 1. 68 0.28 3.11 0.35 6.33 0.33 9.21 
0.33 0 .88 0.30 1.64 0.30 3.07 0.38 6.14 0.30 9.09 
0.35 0.87 0.33 1.62 0.29 3.10 0.34 6.36 0.31 9.23 
0.37 0.86 0.35 1.63 0.32 3.08 DAD 6.2 5 0 .38 9.20 
0.39 0.90 0.39 1.6 0 0.37 3.08 0.38 6.28 0.42 9.32 
0.34 0.86 0.31 1.59 0.29 3.09 0.21 6.34 0.22 9. 14 
0.38 0.89 0.35 1.63 0.32 3.11 0.42 6.40 0.33 9.3 7 

0.41 089 0.39 1.66 0.37 3.10 0,41 6.30 0.38 9.20 
0.09 0.03 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.09 

3.9 V 4.4 V 4.4 V 4.5 V 4.5 V 

6 I-lS 
1: , '1:2 

0.44 18.32 
0.82 18 .01 
0.15 18 .55 

0.33 18 .33 
0.77 18.87 
0.47 18.24 
0.47 18.3 7 
0.71 1822 
0.40 18.65 
0.58 18.18 
0.60 18.49 
0 .68 18.36 
0.34 18.43 
0.38 18 .5 6 
0 .53 18.97 
0.54 18,40 
0.46 18.02 
0.44 18 .18 

0.51 18.40 
0.17 0.26 

4.5 V 



(a) (b) 

Fig.2. Photogra ph of the ninetee n·element SSD (a) and the signal processing electronics(b). 

A card·type mlllt.i·channel analyzer (Labo MCAlPC98BX) is placed in the 

microco n1puter 
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Fig.3. Schematic drawing of the setup used for the dead·time measurement including the 

signal processing system. The incoming flux is controlled by the slit and the 

intensity is monitored by an ionization chamber. The current is amplified by a 

current amplifier (CA), then converted to a pulse train by a voltage· to· frequency 

converter (\!FC). Fluorescence from a metal foil is detected by an array of SSD, 

amplified by preamplifiers (PA) and spectroscopy amplifiers (SA) then energy 

analyzed by single· channel· analyzers (SCA). Both output pulses from SeA and rCR 

issued by the spectroscopy amplifiers are counted by the scalers during the period 

defined by the timer 
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Fig.4. Energy resolution of each detector as a function of the shaping time of the 

spectroscopy amplifiers . The result may be changed by reassembling the detectors 

and/or adjusting the preamplifiers. 
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Fig. 5. Energy resolution of a detector as a function of the incident x-ray energy. The 

shaping time of the amplifier was 0.25 !lS. 
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Fig. 6. Relat ive throughput curves as functions of the shaping time and ICR. Here, the 

vertical axis is the signal rate passed through an SCA which is windowed for Cu Ka. 

The dots are the observed data and the lines are least-squares fittings using eq. 2. 

The system can count up to 400 kcps for each channel when the shaping time is 

adjusted to 0.25 !lS. 
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are shown in (c) and (d) . Although the Gu Kalscattering ratio increases with the Ni 

filter, the SIB ratio of the fluorescent XAFS spectru m decreases, owing to the overlap 

of Gu Ka and Ni Kf3 emitted from the filter. 
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Fig. 13. Fluorescent XAFS spectra of liver tissue containing copper taken with (a) and 

without (b) a Ni filter, whose absorbance is 3. The PHD corresponding to (a) and (b) 

are shown in (c) and (d). Although the eu Kolscattering ratio increases with the Ni 

filter, the SIB ratio of the fluorescent XAFS spectrum decreases, owing to the overlap 

of eu Ka and Ni KI3 emitted from the filter. 
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Fig. 11 . Fluorescent XAFS spectra of 4 X 10-4 Au in a silver halide taken with fluorescent ion 


chamber (a) and the multi-SSD (b)- The background in the pre-edge region is much Fig. 12_ Pulse·height distribution spectra measured at the central detector #10 (a) and the 

lower in (b) than in (a) . The elastic scattering was reduced by using a Ge(6) filter and surrounding one #Ol(b)_ Assignments of the peaks are shown in the figure The Ga 

fluorescence comes from the filter used to reduce the SCa ttering X.rays.dispersing slits. 
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Fig. 13. Fluorescent XAFS spectra of liver tissue containing copper taken with (a) and 

without (b) a Ni filter, whose absorbance is 3. The PHD corresponding to (a) and (b) 

are shown in (c) and (d). Although the Cu Kalscattering ratio increases with the Ni 

filter, the SIB ratio of the fluorescent XAFS spectrum decreases, owing to the overlap 

of Cu Ka and Ni Kjl emitted from the filter. 


